A multifactor parameterization is described to permit the efficient calculation of collision efficiency (E) between electrically charged aerosol particles and neutral cloud droplets in numerical cloud and climate models. The four parameter representation summarizes the results obtained from a detailed microphysical model of collision efficiency, which accounts for the different forces acting on the aerosol in the path of falling cloud droplets. The parameterization's range of validity is for aerosol particle radius 0.4 to 10 µm, aerosol particle density 1 to 2.0 g.cm 
// C program to calculate collision efficiency for particle range 2 to 10 µm // checked in Turbo C++ (MS Windows (3.1)) #include <stdio.h> #include <conio.h> #include <math.h> #include <stdlib.h> #include <iostream.h> void main() { // p: Aerosol Density(in gm cm-3) // a: Aerosol Radius(in micrometer) // A: Drop Radius(in µm) // q: Aerosol Charge(in e) // CE: Collision Efficiency double p; double a; double A; double q; double CE; cout<<"Density = "; cin>>p; cout<<"\n"; cout<<"Aerosol particle radius(2 to 10) = "; cin>>a; cout<<"\n"; cout<<"drop radius = "; cin>>A; cout<<"\n"; cout<<"aerosol charge = "; cin>>q; cout<<"\n"; CE =exp(-5.716489195059299e9 -1.3502467167070127e9*a -3.756681818771443e7*pow(a,2) + 1.0274887973391494e7*pow(a,3) -474581.26517530665*pow(a,4) + 113008.21977161539*pow(a,5) -72.46901157193014*pow(a,6) + 1.0794202979739191e10*pow(A,0.004) + 3.512007294785022e9*a*pow(A,0.004) + 2.3688142700432178e7*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0. 1.6290850543382132e9*a*pow(A,0.024) + 5.092958095093381e7*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0.024) + 2.1598214519034122e10*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 6.878799148940136e8*a*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 2.711489634805889e8*pow(a,2)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -1.6271845370129107e7*pow(a,3)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -2.872030838775911e6*pow(a,4)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 2195.176090498871*pow(a,5)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 0.44454042795482834*pow(a,6)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -3.7440440350468895e10*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -3.2640043752665334e9*a*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -4.2381512989737064e8*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 3.2522752918584436e7*pow(a,3)*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 8.55670945143955e6*pow(a,4)*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -4505.568843712124*pow(a,5)*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -0.3720210247903439*pow(a,6)*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -3.0425389486546617e9*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 1.3827653653413448e9*a*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -1.1088009755144408e8*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -5.189438668636523e6*pow(a,3)*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -8.491167722970339e6*pow(a,4)*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 2305.3086535306234*pow(a,5)*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 2.4677949671362606e10*pow(A,0.012)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 3.5102262262492533e9*a*pow(A,0.012)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 2.3401121599709707e8*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0.012)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -2.2316781098835904e7*pow(a,3)*pow(A,0.012)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 2.8066292924911575e6*pow(a,4)*pow(A,0.012)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 9.921083402133244e9*pow(A,0.016)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 1.2470791471972056e8*a*pow(A,0.016)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 2.1181426814501944e8*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0.016)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 1.124912099861149e7*pow(a,3)*pow(A,0.016)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -2.3271813423453487e10*pow(A,0.02)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -4.309930003443114e9*a*pow(A,0.02)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -1.8212632012157977e8*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0.02)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 7.5671539068016615e9*pow(A,0.024)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) + 1.8660182790839946e9*a*pow(A,0.024)*exp(0.0001*q)*cos(0.5*p) -1.7024304624291883e10*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 1.0430772365755721e9*a*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -3.7154874733179605e8*pow(a,2)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 7.225987102508308e7*pow(a,3)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -101180.63756725214*pow(a,4)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 116.45224641944915*pow(a,5)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -0.04359249422563403*pow(a,6)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 1.5622548889642405e10*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 1.3336542362631638e9*a*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 8.292994264835732e8*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -2.0964349271891162e8*pow(a,3)*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 195081.60150683302*pow(a,4)*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -112.70527364740546*pow(a,5)*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 1.2817363257312225e10*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -2.4839494015423284e9*a*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -3.0131706751120836e8*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 2.0273223696731335e8*pow(a,3)*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -94011.0109726146*pow(a,4)*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -9.721033240997374e8*pow(A,0.012)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -2.0689982822416382e9*a*pow(A,0.012)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -4.1694310619014955e8*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0.012)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -6.5335625434873424e7*pow(a,3)*pow(A,0.012)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -9.574664548141592e9*pow(A,0.016)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 1.5868480412934184e9*a*pow(A,0.016)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 2.6012902484012216e8*pow(a,2)*pow(A,0.016)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -7.375457222998259e9*pow(A,0.02)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 5.958776343267121e8*a*pow(A,0.02)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) + 6.480021120653882e9*pow(A,0.024)*exp(0.0002*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),2) -4.0835694714857845e9*exp(0.00030000000000000003*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),3) -2.95261373272097e9*a*exp(0.00030000000000000003*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),3) - //printf("Please Enter the value of Aerosol density,Aerosol radius,Drop radius,Aerosol charge respectively"); //scanf( "%4f %4f %4f %4f",&p,&a,&A,&q); cout<<"Density of aerosol particle = "; cin>>p; cout<<"\n"; cout<<"Aerosol radius(0.4 to 2) = "; cin>>a; cout<<"\n"; cout<<"Drop radius = "; cin>>A;
6.577230415847864e9*exp(0.0006000000000000001*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),6) + 3.7180133127891245e9*a*exp(0.0006000000000000001*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),6) -2.2939335540390946e6*pow(a,2)*exp(0.0006000000000000001*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p),6) + 3.9992296416649423e9*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0006000000000000001*q)*pow(cos(0.5* p),6) -3.6398102806070423e9*a*pow(A,0.004)*exp(0.0006000000000000001*q)*pow(cos(0. 5*p),6) + 2.406073561582538e9*pow(A,0.008)*exp(0.0006000000000000001*q)*pow(cos(0.5*p) ,6)) ;
printf("Collision Efficiency %f", CE); }
